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Bittorrent Chain has many
advantages: EVM compatibility, very
very very very low fees,
interoperability with Tron, Ethereum
and BSC.
But it has a few active projects and
few users. WML wants to build on
BTTC potential and bring some life
to it in an entertaining and fun way.

The background



The goal

Be the first 1B$ token on BTTC, easy!



How do we get there?

Wish Me Luck is a community project driven by luck. At the heart of the
project is the WML token, deployed on Bittorrent chain. Every step of the
project deployment will be initiated by users and their luck:

● Liquidity raising and token launch through the first FairLuckPad
● Luck based token distribution and incentives using the Luck Dispenser
● Buyback and distribution to keep user engagement and attractiveness



Fair Luckpad

The Fair Luckpad is a tool to ensure a smooth and equal opportunity
launch, with a bit of spice added to it.

At the base is a “normal” fairlaunch contract, where every user has the
same opportunities to obtain a share of the token at the same conditions
as every other users, independently from the timing of the request. The
first user applying has the same conditions as the last.

But luck plays a role, users will be assigned randomly a luck factor that will
act as a multiplier for the pledge amount (min 100%, max 200%). Luck is
determined using an Oracle to ensure fairness (Band).



Luck Dispenser

The dispenser is the heart of the project and will determine its success.
The majority of the tokens will be placed inside the distribution contract.
Users will interact with the contract to distribute the tokens based on luck.
A few lucky recipients will get free tokens, most won’t.

The user triggering the distribution will be rewarded for the help given to
the project:
● Instantaneous WML rewards
● Bronze, Silver and Gold jackpots that will be awarded randomly to

participating users



Buyback and distribution

The WML rewards will be obtained through buyback from the main LP. This
will keep a positive pressure on token value.

The distribution using the luck dispenser will decrease over time and never
end. A decreasing exponential rate will ensure that most of the tokens will
be distributed in the first weeks of the project, pushing the market cap as
much as possible.

Visibility on CMC and CG will help attract new users.



Tokenomics

● 1,000,000,000 tokens minted
● 99.9% to Luck Dispenser
● The rest (1000,000) goes to:

○ 10% to treasury wallet
○ 33.7% to LP
○ 56.3% to FairLuckpad

The liquidity raised during launch will go to:
● 60% LPs (WML/BTT and WML/USDT)
● 40% to treasury for incentives, marketing and development
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CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including 
icons by Flaticon, infographics & images by Freepik

Thank you!
Contacts

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
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